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NIP Catalogue of measures

The representatives of industry and science on the
NOW GmbH Advisory Board for the hydrogen and
fuel cell sector have formulated a paper detailing
their ideas for the goals and priorities of the
National Innovation Programme Hydrogen and Fuel
Cell Technology (NIP) up to the year 2026 ...

Read more

“Local Charging Infrastructure” funding
programme: Application deadline ends
at the end of the year – submit your
application now

Applications for the Federal Ministry of Digital
Affairs and Transport’s “Local Charging
Infrastructure” funding programme can still be
submitted until the end of the year. The programme
is primarily aimed at companies in the retail sector
and the hospitality industry ...

Read more

200 fast-charging locations along
Germany’s federal motorways: Second
part of the tender for the
Deutschlandnetz underway

The latest tender for 200 fast-charging locations of
the Deutschlandnetz at unmanned rest areas along
Germany’s motorways was kicked off on 20
December 2021. The tender is being conducted by
the federal motorway company, Autobahn GmbH. It
represents the second partial tender of the
Deutschlandnetz ...

Read more

https://www.now-gmbh.de/en/news/pressreleases/catalogue-of-measures/
https://www.now-gmbh.de/en/news/pressreleases/local-charging-infrastructure-funding-programme-application-deadline-ends-at-the-end-of-the-year/
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Strong interest in the first HyLand
workshop on the topic of electrolysis

With more than 100 participants, the first HyLand
specialist workshop on hydrogen production
through electrolysis took place on Wednesday, 8th
December 2021. Alongside the regions from the
HyLand programme, numerous other regions that
have not yet received HyLand funding but belong to
the extended network, were also present ...

Read more

2nd edition of the Atlas of Hydrogen
Networks in Germany published

With its Atlas of Hydrogen Networks in Germany,
NOW GmbH provides a comprehensive overview of
all hydrogen networks in Germany. The publication
is intended to support interested parties in their
search for potential partners, both locally and
nationally. The second edition of the atlas has now
been extended to include many clusters and
networks ...

Read more

Local Electric Mobility: Information
service programme of the Federal
Ministry of Transport goes on winter
break

Despite the difficult circumstances brought about by
the pandemic, the Electric Mobility Roadshow of the
Federal Ministry of Digital Affairs and Transport
(BMDV) made stops in thirteen cities and
municipalities throughout Germany in 2021.
Information on climate-friendly electric mobility
suitable for everyday use was shared by the
information stand team on location at all the stops.
Since 2014, the Electric Mobility Roadshow has
visited more than 130 municipalities ...

Read more

HyLunch Episode 2: Emscher-Lippe Region presents HyExpert results

06.01.2022 | Online

Read more

1st National Hydrogen Business Forum

03.02.2022 | Hamburg

Read more

Wunsiedler Hydrogen days

11.-12.02.2022 | Wunsiedel & Online

Read more

11th ‘Zulassung – Zertifizierung – Normung’ (‘Approval – Certification –
Standardisation’) workshop in the field of fuel cells and hydrogen

24.02.2022 | Online

Read more

13th VDV Electric Bus Conference – Mobility of the Future

02.-03.03.2022 | Berlin

Read more
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H2 Forum Berlin 2022

04.-05.04.2022 | Estrel Convention Center Berlin & Online

Read more

Flotte – The fleet industry get-together for 2022

06.-07.04.2022 | Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre

Read more

FC³ – Fuel Cell Conference Chemnitz

31.5.-01.06.2021 | Chemnitz, Germany

Read more
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